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COLONIAL BEDROOMS - PROUD TO BE MADE IN BRITAIN
Colonial Bedrooms are manufactured in a state of the art production facility in the Rossendale Valley in the
heartlands of South East Lancashire. For the past seven decades we have grown from what started as a local
joinery business into one of the countries leading manufacturers of Bedroom furniture.
Our bedrooms offer the widest range of highly attractive furniture designs to make the most of your bedroom.
The extensive and carefully thought out range offers a choice of cabinets in various widths allowing for design
where traditionally there has been none, doors are complimented by a range of tasteful handles.
To add that finishing touch we offer a range of internal fitments and accessories for you to create
the perfect storage environment.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL AND CONSUMER CREDENTIALS
We consider ourselves to be an ethical based manufacturer whose principles are founded on the reduction of our
carbon footprint, a responsible approach to both quality and the satisfaction of our clients.
In meeting the former, we achieved national recognition via the Green Apple Award, further reinforced by
obtaining the ISO 14001 & ISO 50001 standards.
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Book of Bedrooms 10-Year Guarantee
We are very confident within the quality of the bedrooms we manufacture. In the unlikely event that any of the units prove defective as a result of faulty
design, materials or manufacturing processes, during a period of ten years from date of purchase, COLONIAL BEDROOMS will replace or repair at our
discretion, providing proof of purchase has been retained by the original purchaser. The guarantee applies to units & doors only and excludes colour
fade, due to mellowing & sunlight.
Any claims must be made as soon as the fault becomes apparent by the original purchaser, through the retailer whom the product was purchased.
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Guarantee covers domestic installation only.
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Henley
Henley brings you clean Shaker style, unfussy
visuals enabling you to create a strong but
subtle statement in design.
Full length mirrors adds a light and airy touch
adding lightness to your bedroom.
The flexibility of interior fitments adds to
maximsation of attractive storage.

Dakar
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Mussel

Oyster
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Dakar is one of the latest introductions into the Henley portfolio.
Clean Shaker style enables you to create a subtle statement using this new finish.
Handle ref: HA1070/1073
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Dakar
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Meet Henley Oyster, crisp and clean with a heady array of design
options to suit all tastes.
Handle ref: HA452
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Oyster
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Mussel is one of the latest introductions into the Henley portfolio.
Clean Shaker style enables you to create a subtle statement using this new finish.
Handle ref: HA1070/1073
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Mussel
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Te m p o
Tempo Elm is a stunningly attractive contemporary
square slab design, which offers endless
possibilities.
Elm has been used within furniture production for
centuries, due to its strength,
durability and the beauty of its tight twisted grain.
The neutral tones allow for any colour pallet of
fabrics & soft furnishings to compliment perfectly.

Elm
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Tempo Elm is a stunningly attractive contemporary square slab design, which offers endless possibilities.
The neutral tones allow for any colour pallet of fabrics & soft furnishings to compliment perfectly.
Handle Ref: HA1270/1272
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Elm
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Virginia
Virginia is a well established modern day
classic, comfortable to live with and accommodating
the full gambit of decorative choices available today.
Co-ordinate or contrast at will.

Oyster
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Smooth White
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Soft curves with subtle detail freshen an established face to create a striking yet understated look of the new.
The tall robes here are shown scribed to the ceiling along the storage wall to give the full fit look.
Contrast or compromise.
Virginia is available stocked in White and made to order in Oyster.
Handle ref: HA925/HA926
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Smooth White
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Virginia Oyster revives the spirit with its freshness whilst integrating with your decor.
The tall robes shown here maximise on storage and add to the completeness of the rooms layout.
Virginia is available stocked in White and made to order in Oyster.
Handle ref: HA452
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Oyster
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Georgian
Georgian is a well established modern day
classic, comfortable to live with and accommodating
the full gambit of decorative choices available today.
Co-ordinate or contrast at will.

Oyster
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Smooth White
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The traditional look of Georgian Smooth White reinforces older values yet brings the clean
and simplified modern air to your bedroom.
Georgian is stocked in White and made to order in Oyster.
Handle ref: HA307
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Smooth White
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The understated beauty of our Oyster finish affords the opportunity
to create a bedroom of many moods.
Oyster accommodates the decor of your choice.
Georgian is stocked in White and made to order in Oyster.
Handle ref: HA1225
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Oyster
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Ascot
The perfect blend of modernism, clean lines
bringing a soft touch to the contemporary
styling of today.
Minimalism meets the practicalities of
storage & access accommodating your lifestyle.

Ferrara Oak
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Oyster

Smooth White
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Soft rounded saponetta edges with a velvet touch, introducing you to the tactile and
very sensuous finish of Ferrara Oak.
The rest is up to you.
Ascot is stocked in Ferrara Oak & Oyster and made to order in White.
Handle ref: HA435 to HA437
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Ferrara Oak
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Not short on storage.
Fresh and modern Ascot Oyster fits any room and appeals to any age group. Clean lines
create a look of space.
Ascot is stocked in Ferrara Oak & Oyster and made to order White.
Handle ref: HA650 to HA666
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Oyster
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Ascot White is an established favourite, this clean smooth door now with its
own co-ordinating white exterior cabinetry.
Clean, smooth doors help create a feel of space and light.
Ascot is stocked in Ferrara Oak & Oyster and made to order in White.
Handle ref: HA965 to HA968
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White
mixed with Ferrara Oak
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Melford
Melford brings clean lines to this highly
versatile range.
A soft touch or give a robust edge with
strong handles, adding to the dimension.
Highly adaptable to your taste & mood.
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Dakar

Ferrara Oak

Gloss Elm

Mussel

Oyster

Smooth White
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Dakar
Melford Dakar shown offers clean and smooth
contemporary design in this new finish giving
broad appeal in today’s unfussy world.
Handle ref: HA941/942
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Melford, shown with the tall robe option gives you the latest in door styles,
to create the look and shape you want in fitted or free standing form.
Robust bar handles or slim hoops. Tactile or object d’art, the devils in the detail.
Create the living space of your dreams.
Melford is stocked in Dakar, Mussel & Gloss Elm and made to order in
Ferrara Oak, Oyster, & White.
Handle ref: HA650 to HA666
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Oyster
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The very best of today’s bedroom design, Ferrara Oak is one of the
most attractive looks available that blends with many decors.
Melford is stocked in Dakar, Mussel & Gloss Elm and made to
order in Ferrara Oak, Oyster & White.
Handle ref: HA766
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Ferrara Oak
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Melford Mussel shown offers clean and smooth contemporary design in this new finish
giving broad appeal in today’s unfussy world.
Handle ref: HA941/942
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Mussel
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How to introduce the best of todays muted Kashmir and soft gloss
woodgrains into your bedroom design.
Gloss Elm creates highly attractive bedroom looks with high end appeal
at a very affordable level.

Gloss Elm

Handle ref: HA1140 & HA1150
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Avola
Sicily’s Avola region produces bold, strong, rich
wines on volcanic soil and is famed for its light
fresh airy appeal.
The Avola range of doors could be said to mirror
this assertion, the colours complimenting each
other yet independently cover the spectrum of
hues from the rich tones of Avola Grey, to the
sparkling pinks of Avola Champagne to the
strength of light irradiated by Avola White.
Individually or integrated, the colour pallette
affords the opportunity to create truly stunning
bedrooms.

Champagne
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Grey

White
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Grey is the new black where any of the shades can be contrasted
with a multitude of bold statements about you and your taste.
Handle ref: HA1020 to HA1022
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Avola Grey
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Clean and clear cut lines designed for modern
living with freshness.
Built in or free standing, Avola works to
brighten your home & maximise on your
storage needs.
Avola is available in Champagne,
Grey & White.
Handle ref: HA1020 to HA1022
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White

mixed with Avola Grey
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Avola Champagne mixed with Avola Grey.
Avola Champagne sits comfortably with all the Avola finishes
with a wide range of decoration options.
Handle ref: HA1100
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Champagne
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Image
The Image gloss bedroom range gives you space
to enjoy, relax & restore.
A refreshing space that just needs your
imagination to create the form and add the
decor reflecting today’s lifestyles.

Kashmir
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Oyster

Tobacco

White
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Image Oyster high gloss doors with soft tone accessories are both crisp and
comfortable, never dominating your chosen decor.
Image gloss is also available in White, Tobacco, Oyster & Kashmir.
Handle ref: HA805
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Gloss Oyster
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Bold yet reflective, the richness of high gloss Image Tobacco doors with muted
accessories opens the bedroom up and harmonises with your brick-a-brack.
Image gloss is also available in Oyster, White & Kashmir.
Profiles tops are available in matt, slab tops are available in gloss.
Handle ref: HA780,/HA781
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G l o s s To b a c c o
on tall robes.
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Image Gloss White stands out from the crowd to adapt to its surroundings
and most styles of living space.
Image gloss is also available in Tobacco, Oyster & Kashmir.
Handle ref: HA780/HA781
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Gloss White
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Gloss Kashmir.
Step back to admire, step in to enjoy a truly handsome space in your life.
Image gloss is also available in Tobacco, Oyster & White.

Gloss Kashmir

Handle ref: HA946/HA947
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Pendle
Quality painted furniture in colours of your choice.
Pendles current pallet creates stunning tasteful
bedrooms and speaks volumes about you.
All Pendle bedrooms are individually crafted and
decorated to your choice.
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Anthracite

Bleached
Stone

Cream

Deep
Lichen

Jute

Moss

Oyster

Pastel

Storm
Grey

White

Kashmir
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Pendle
Deep Lichen
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Pendle
Storm Grey
70
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Pendle
Oyster with Anthracite
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Pendle
Jute
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Pendle
Stone with Moss
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Pendle
White
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Sliders
Total enclosure with total flexibility ensures your
clothes are where you want them and in the
condition you want them.
Cleverly engineered to be incorporated into our
robust bedroom robes the front slider frame and
door system delivers another dynamic to the
bedroom look.
Position shelves, hanging rails, internal drawers
and create practicality with visual appeal.
Sliders are available to co-ordinate with Avola
Champagne, Avola White, Avola Grey, Ferrara
Oak, Gloss Oyster, Gloss White & Gloss Tobacco.
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Champagne

Ferrara Oak

Gloss Oyster

Gloss White

Grey

White

Gloss Tobacco
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Avola Champagne
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Avola Grey with White
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Avola White
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Image Gloss Oyster
with Avola Champagne
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Image Gloss White
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I m a g e G l o s s To b a c c o
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Internal
Fitments
To help keep your bedroom clutter free we have come up
with so many clever solutions.
Our new internal fitments and accessories offer you the
choice to create the perfect storage environment, for
example your shoes getting their own racks, your trousers
hung on rails, your sweaters and socks stored tidily away in
their own drawer unit.
There are now so many options for you to make the most of
the storage space offered in your new bedroom.
Indulge yourself.
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A place

Functional,
practical
accessories.

f o r everything, and everything in its place.

To help keep your bedroom clutter free we
have come up with so many clever
solutions.
Our new internal fitments and accessories
offer you the choice to create the perfect
storage environment, for example your
shoes getting their own racks, your trousers
hung on rails, your sweaters and socks
stored tidily away in their own drawer unit.
There are now so many options for you to
make the most of the storage space offered
in your new bedroom.
Indulge yourself.

Internal robe mirror

Single hanging with shelf
and shoe rack.

Shoe rack rails

Internal 3 drawer chest
96

Double hanging

Single hanging with
internal drawers and extra shelf.

Single full length hanging with
shoe rack.

Short hanging and shelves.

Single hanging and storage. Fully shelved
angled unit.

600mm or 800mm Felt lined
jewellery tray
De Lux tie rack

Aluminium tie rack
(Compressed)

Aluminium tie rack
(Extended)
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Handles
Personalising your bedroom is completed through your choice
of handle, and its positioning.
Mix styles contemporary with traditional, large with small,
pull with knob.
Vertical with horizontal.
Endless flexibility to create another dimension to your design.
Our extensive selection of knobs and pulls comes in a range
of finishes including stainless look, brushed steel, nickel &
titanium finish and chrome, and includes a selection of
Gemstone handles to inspire and meet your personal tastes.
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Handles

Stainless Steel/Brushed Steel
435

436

700
701

437

452
451

725

450

726
727

740
1110

741
742

1111

1112
1120
1113

100

1121
101

Stainless Steel/Brushed Steel
There are 18 optional widths available from
197mm wide to 1145mm wide.
Codes 650 - 666.

650

Handles
There are 19 optional widths available from
188mm wide to 1185mm wide.
Codes 610 - 628.

610

628
666

1130

1080

1131
1081

1132

1082
1270

1083

1271
1272

746

745

730

102

750
766

806

103

Chrome

Handles
1150

930

931

1140

932

872
951

953

952

871

870

947
945

964

965

946

968

966

1070
1073

1071

943

1225

967

937

925

938

926

940

939

1072

1090
781

780

1100
906

104

751

765

805

912

908
105

Nickel/Titanium

Handles
933

770

775

934
935

776

936

777

927

929

928

1091

710

1022

1020

911

1021

913

603

918

602

919

601

923
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Great care has been taken in the photography of all products which are portrayed in this catalogue. Due to the variables in photographic, reprographic and printing processes, colours may vary from those of the actual products.
As we have a policy of continued improvement and development, we reserve the right to amend colours, specifications or products without prior notice and without incurring liability.
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In many of our ranges we use wood & veneers, natural materials with a variety of grains and textures, variance must be allowed for. Like timbers, vinyls and M.F.C’s may incur colour change over the years.
All copyrights reserved. Any person or company reproducing the same in part or in whole, without permission will be liable to prosecution. © E. & O. E. 2015. Issue 016 - 06
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